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Abstract
Eco benign environment, wherein human race survives and evolves, comprises the interaction of biotic and abiotic systems. Maintaining such environment in view of drastically changing human practices due to increased industrialization, urbanization and modernization is an urgent necessity for the global human community. The responsibility to protect the environment as well as to make it suitable for sustaining human life with well-being propels research-based implementation of best industrial and environmental practices. The nature of strategies and research designed for arriving eco-benign solutions to the challenges of environmental protection widely varies with different fields of industry. It is important to note that the intervention of environmental friendly strategies for making hazard and disease free environment is inevitable in all spheres of life, and the research on green solutions envisaged for management of environmental resources is the need of hour. Hence, in this review, we highlight three socially important environmental research areas such as impact of toxicity of metal pollutants in aquatic biological systems with special reference to fish as a bioindicator, mosquito control by bioinsecticides, and management of disease and disaster management by Geographical Information Systems (GIS) that are of our areas of contribution. Though these areas are viewed as different domains, they share an unique feature among themselves i.e. the crisis in water management affecting environment and health. The review also attempts to discuss about the possible biointervention solutions to address the challenges in water management in terms of pollution.
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Changing Quality of Aquatic Life
Quality of life in aquatic system is determined by the characteristics of biotic resources and their interactions that are complex and dynamic. Naturally, there is a self-balance between the biotic resources and their interactions both in quantitative and qualitative aspects and the balance is affected when new elements are introduced to the system. Especially, the elements introduced into the system have toxic properties; the aquatic system is under threat of quality degradation that seriously affects global biodiversity. Aquatic system today is polluted by industrial effluents comprising organic and synthetic chemical substances, heavy metals, dyes, oil etc; house hold wastes such as detergents and drainage; e-wastes, pesticides from agricultural lands, spillage of oil from ships etc. These pollutants of both biodegradable and non-biodegradable change the water qualities such as colour, odour, surface tension, thermal properties, conductivity, density, pH etc [1]. The acidic and alkali pollutants destroy most invertebrates and microorganisms [2]. Due to increased anthropogenic activities, aquatic organisms are continuously exposed to the elevated levels of metal concentration that the levels not previously encountered. The metal contaminants in aquatic systems usually remain either insoluble or suspension form and finally tend to settle down at the bottom are taken up by the organisms. The progressive and irreversible accumulation of these metals in various organs of marine creatures leads to metal related physiological impairing in the long run because of their toxicity and persistence, thereby endangering the aquatic biota and other organisms [3]. Metals and pesticides, in particular, have an inclination to accumulate, undergo food chain magnification and exhibit chronic toxicity [4]. It is also important to monitor the bioaccumulation of these metals and pesticides in a living system (fish) and assess the possible impact on human health due to consumption [5]. There is also a need to intervene with options such as reduction in the use of heavy metals, replacement of toxic metals by nonmetallic substances in process and product, metal recovery and recycling and reducing the metal release in process as well as from product through leaching to minimize the damage by metal toxicity caused to the aqua-biotic system. Development and use of novel bioinsecticides will not only eliminate the ill effects of biomagnification but also helps to sustain the environment for bioproducitivity.

Metal Toxicity in Aqua-Biotic Systems
Aquatic organisms readily absorb heavy metals through respiratory surfaces, mucus covering gills, where it gradually diffuses into the binding sites, adsorption through body surface and cell wall where it diffuses through cell membrane and accumulate in cells during ion exchange. The metal which has a relatively high density and toxic at low quantity is referred as ‘heavy metal’, e.g., arsenic (As), lead (Pb), mercury (Hg), cadmium (Cd), chromium (Cr), thallium (Tl), etc. Some ‘trace elements’ are also known as heavy metals, e.g., copper (Cu), selenium (Se) and zinc (Zn). They are essential to maintain the body metabolism, but they are toxic at higher concentrations. Bioaccumulation of metals reflects the amount ingested by the organism, the way in which the metals are distributed amongst the different tissues and the extent to which the metal is retained in each tissue. Also, metal accumulation depends upon other factors such as species, age, exposure time, temperature, salinity, metal and physiologic factors [6,7]. Heavy metal accumulation dominantly occurs in metabolically active tissues such as liver and kidney [8]. There are many studies on fish response to metal contamination and...
fish is generally recognized as one of the most sensitive indicator for environmental livability studies for assessing any change in aquatic system due to pollutants [9,10]. In fish tissues, metals form complexes and may then be readily excreted. In some cases, however, the metals may alter the biochemical composition of tissues, rendering it unfit for human consumption.

**Xenotic Potential of Zinc And Nickel on Aquatic Life**

Zinc and nickel are nutritionally essential trace elements for all organisms, and hence either deficiency or toxicity symptoms arise respectively when too little or too much accumulation occur. Effluents of textile, paint and tanning industries were reported to contain 120 to 160 mg/L of zinc and nickel metals [11]. Zinc is an integral part of certain enzymes, e.g., carbonic anhydrase, carboxypeptidase, and several hydrogenases. It was reported that zinc concentrations exceeding 330 mg/L may be lethal to fish [12]. The study also reported that the general trend of zinc accumulation in various tissues of Silver carp fish Hypophthalmichthys molitrix was found to be gills (460 mg/L) < liver (513 mg/L) < intestine (562 mg/L) < kidney (828 mg/L) after exposed to sublethal concentration of 6 mg/L for 30 days. It was found that zinc was most toxic in soft water of pH 4-6 and 8-9 and that excess zinc was precipitated in mucus and epithelial layer of gills that resulted in mortality due to damage of the gill epithelium [13]. Histopathological effects in gills, liver, intestine and kidney tissues of Silver carp after zinc sulphate exposure revealed that all the above tissues were affected due to zinc accumulation. Pathological features such as hypertrophy, necrosis, vacuolization, disintegration of cells, pyknotic nuclei and haemolysis were observed in all tissues with slight variations in features [14].

In a study, it was reported that the exposure of Silver carp to Zn and Ni at the sublethal concentrations of 6.8 mg/L and 5.7 mg/L respectively resulted in the synthesis of stress proteins in the gill, liver and kidney tissues with the reduction in the synthesis of other proteins compared with that of protein profile of unexposed fish controls [15,16]. Other heavy metals such as cadmium also was known to evoke the expression of stress proteins in fish and marine invertebrates [17]. Ni is introduced into the hydrosphere by removal from the atmosphere, by surface run-off by discharge of industrial, municipal and mining waste, and also following natural erosion of soils and rocks [18]. Ni has not been considered a broadscale global contaminant; however, ecological changes, such as a decrease in the number and diversity of species, have been observed near Ni emitting sources [19]. Fresh water levels of Ni are typically about 1-10 μg/L in unimpact areas [20] and Ni concentrations in highly contaminated fresh waters may reach as high as several hundred to 1000 μg/L [21].

The kidney plays a principal role in the accumulation, detoxification, and excretion of Ni and it is considered to be a target organ for Ni toxicity [22]. The assessment of genotoxic potential of Ni and Zn after exposing Silver carp at the above stated sublethal concentrations revealed chromosomal aberrations such as polyplody, dicentric chromosome,acentric fragment,vitation in the length of chromosomal arms, chromatid break, chromosomal clumping and centromeric fusion [23]. The frequency of these aberrations were higher in fish exposed to Nickel Chloride when compared Zinc Sulphate. Toxic metals exhibiting genotoxic effects were known to form reactive oxygen species as well as electrophilic free radical metabolites that interact with DNA to cause disruptive changes [24]. Ni could bind to DNA and proteins in cells in vitro and to chromatin in vivo. Such binding to macromolecules could be correlated to the ability of Ni compounds to interfere with DNA synthesis and to induce slight increases in chromosomal alterations, as well as its mutagenic action [25,26]. It was reported that Ni-induced abnormal DNA repair is a mechanism for carcinogenesis [27].

**Mode of Chromium Toxicity and its Bioremediation Mechanism**

Chromium compounds have widespread uses in steel production, wood preservation, leather tanning, metal corrosion inhibition, paints and pigments, metal plating and other industrial applications. Trivalent and Hexavalent forms are the dominant oxidation states of chromium that exist in the environment. Cr (VI), a carcinogen, is highly toxic to all forms of life. Cr (III), an essential micronutrient for many higher organisms, is relatively insoluble in water and 100 times less toxic than Cr (VI) [28]. In our early study, we investigated the effect of Cr on acid (ACP) and alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activities from various tissues such as gill, intestine, liver and kidney after exposing Indian major carp fish Catla catla to the sublethal concentration in the range of 20 to 32 mg/L [29]. It was found that though both ACP and ALP in these tissues were inhibited to the extent of 40 to 70%, intestine was the most affected tissue and higher inhibition was observed for ALP in these tissues than ACP. Besides, it was observed that decline in the function of phosphatases due to Cr inhibition resulted in lysosome injury reflecting cellular stress. ALP is involved in transphosphorylation reactions and its inhibition might be related to the ability of toxicant to alter cell configuration by binding to the membrane system.

In another study, we reported that exposure of fish (Catla catla) to sublethal concentration of Cr resulted in reduction in overall metabolism due to depletion of food utilization parameters such as consumption, assimilation, gross and net production, biomass and metabolic rates [30]. Elevated levels of egestion were observed in the study that reflected poor energy assimilation.

We have also reported that untreated tannery effluents having high Cr concentration when loaded to the aquatic system, they affected gross (GPP) and net primary productivity (NPP) of major aquatic macrophytes such as Hydrilla verticillata and Ceratophyllum demersum due to creation of metal influenced imbalance in the photosynthetic machinery [31]. An increase in the respiratory rate of macrophytes in the study suggested increased metabolism and extra energy demand under effluent stress condition. Primary production in aquatic system is the most important biological phenomenon on which an array of life depends for energy either directly or indirectly.

Studies were also conducted on macrophytes such as Caldesia parannsippola for assessing its potential of the affinity to Cr and its use on Cr bioremediation as the aquatic plant has the potential to survive under various ecological conditions and has the ability to uptake heavy metals [32]. The findings of the study suggested that the absorption of Cr was about 75% when the plant was exposed to water having Cr concentration of 10000 ppm for 15 days. The morphology of the plant after exposed to Cr in the stated condition did not reveal much change except slight leaf withering and weakening of stem.

In an another Cr bioremediation study, the potential of microbes such as alkalophilic Bacillus sp. was assessed for their ability to reduce Cr (VI) since detoxification under alkaline conditions derive importance due to alkaline nature of many industrial effluents [33]. The chromium resistant bacteria isolated from tannery effluent contaminated soil was found to grow and reduce Cr (VI) to Cr (III) up...
to 100% at an alkaline pH 9.0 as evidenced by XPS and FT-IR spectra. The chromate reductase assay confirmed that constitutive membrane bound enzymes mediated the reduction, and the rate of reduction was reduced when the pH is reduced to below 7.0 due to secretion of acidic metabolites of growth. Several Cr (VI) detoxification studies mediated by bacteria were reported at neutral/near-neutral pH; but, very few studies were reported under alkaline condition [34,35]. Cr (VI) was found to affect colony morphology and sporulation ability in Bacillus sp. which may also affect Cr bioremediation process. Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope (CLSM) studies revealed changes in the production of exopolymeric substances of bacteria exposed to Cr and these substances are essential for absorption of Cr [28].

**Arsenic and Cadmium Toxicity – A Threat to Aquatic System**

The arsenic (As) is commonly present in air, water, soil and all living tissues. It is at the 20th abundant element in the earth’s crust, 14th in seawater and 12th in human body. It is reported as a carcinogen, and causes foetal death and malformations in many mammal species. Contamination of aquatic environment by arsenicals and their impact on the aquatic organisms has now emerged as a serious environmental problem [36]. In aquatic systems, inorganic arsenic can occur in both As³⁺ and As⁵⁺ oxidation states. The level of As³⁺ to As⁵⁺ depends on the influences of pH, metal sulfide and sulfide ion concentrations, iron concentration, temperature, salinity, and the distribution of the biota in an aquatic ecosystem.

Generally, the inorganic As compounds are more toxic and carcinogenic than organic compounds, and trivalent As (arsenites, As³⁺) are more toxic than pentavalent As (arsenates, As⁵⁺). Most of the As compounds are used in manufacture of agricultural products such as insecticides, herbicides, fungicides, algaeicides, wood preservatives, and growth stimulants for plants and animals. The atmospheric emissions from smelters, coal-fired power plants and arsensical herbicide sprays; water contaminated by mine tailings, smelter wastes and natural mineralization; and diet, especially from consumption of marine biota, all cause As toxicity [37].

In freshwater fish, As can be present in two different oxidation states, as arseno-sugars and arseno-lipids, these two differ in their toxicity which is supposed to be responsible for the pathophysiology of arsenic [38]. Arsenobetaine and arsenocholine are non-toxic organic forms of arsenic present in fish. The majority of total arsenic in fish tissue is present as arsenobetaine [39]. In a study on the spotted snakehead fish Channa punctatus, it was observed that when the high concentration (2 mM) of sodium arsenite (NaAsO₂) affected these fishes, they died within 3 h. The chromosomal DNA of liver cells were fragmented which indicated that NaAsO₂ might have caused death of those cells through apoptosis [40]. It was reported that As severely affected liver of tilapia (Oreochromis mossambicus) while treating at sublethal concentration of 28 ppm. The liver was the most affected organ and the histopathological studies of liver tissue showed focal lymphocytic and macrophage infiltration, congestion, vacuolation and shrinkage of hepatocytes, necrosis and nuclear hypertrophy [41]. In a study, we evaluated the toxic effects of arsenic trioxide (As₂O₃) to freshwater fish C. carpio at different median lethal concentration levels and assessed its influences on the expression of metallothionein (MT) activity in liver and kidney [42]. It was found that the acute exposure resulted in instantaneous death of fish because of As-induced increases in mucus production, causing suffocation, or direct detrimental effects on gill epithelium besides increasing MT protein expression. Oxidative stress-induced apoptosis is a possible mechanism of arsenic toxicity in a zebra fish Danio rerio oliver cell line [43].

Cadmium (Cd) is a transition heavy metal widely used in manufacture of semiconductors, integrated circuits, electroplating, and photoelectric appliances. The metal is released into the environment during manufacturing processes such as etching, wet polishing, and cleaning operations, which may produce much potentially hazardous waste. Cd was found to exhibit lethal effect at 0.05 mg/L concentration on fresh water swamp shrimp Macrobrachium nipponense [44]. It was reported that Cd increased the expression of oxidative stress biomarkers such as catalase, Glutathione-S-peroxidase, glutathione reductase and lipid peroxidase in response to increase in reactive oxygen species (ROS) in liver and gills of fish Gambusa holbrooki [45]. Blood being a sensitive indicator of stress, and white cells being involved in the immune defence of the organism, the state of health of fish Catla catla was found to be stressed under the toxic influence of Cd [46]. It was found that there was depletion in monocytes and lymphocytes but an elevation in neutrophils and thrombocytes in blood suggesting a reduction in the activation of immune defense mechanisms.

**Metallothioneins– The Scavenger and Savior Proteins**

Toxic metals are ubiquitous in our environment, and heavy metals such as cadmium, lead, and mercury have no essential biochemical roles, but exert diverse, severe toxicities in multiple organ systems as they bind in tissues, create oxidative stress, affect endocrine function, block aquaporins, and interfere with functions of essential cations such as magnesium and zinc. Discharge of heavy metals to water streams potentially affects different stages of the aquatic food chain as aquatic flora and fauna tends to accumulate metals. The metal accumulation does not necessarily indicate deleterious effects since organisms have possibilities to protect themselves from metal toxicity by increased excretion, differential allocation among organs and by binding the metals intracellularly [47]. Stress indices or stress biomarkers are used to evaluate the effects of heavy metal pollutants on marine organisms (bioindicators). One such important stress biomarker for assessing heavy metal toxicity is Metallothioneins (MTs), which are low molecular weight (6 to 10 kDa), cysteine-rich (20-30%), metal binding proteins whose synthesis represents a specific response of the organisms to pollution by heavy metals such as Cu, Zn, Cd and Hg, both under laboratory and field conditions [48]. They also play an important role in detoxification processes implicating toxic heavy metals. Glutathione is another potent chelator involved in cellular response, transport, and excretion of metal cations and is a biomarker for toxic metal overload.

Fish species that differ in their feeding strategies and/or detoxification capacities might accumulate metals to a different extent. Bottom dwelling species such as the gudgeon (Gobio gobio) will be exposed to water, sediment and food whereas pelagic species are mainly exposed via water and food. As a consequence, given the different way of exposure, both metal accumulation and MT-induction might differ among different species, which might be responsible for differences in sensitivity to metals [49]. It was reported that MT’s role in detoxification was organ specific in common carp Cyprinus carpio and he reported that gilt, kidney and liver tissues could accumulate Cd and induce MTs differently [50]. In H. mylodon, liver was more sensitive to metal ions than kidney and gill, and the increase of hepatic MTmRNA was dose-dependent. Induction of hepatic MTs by Cd was time-dependent but transient [51]. The above findings were also
supported by one of our study that assessing the toxicity of Ar2O3 on fresh water fish *C. caprio*, we found that As elevated the expression of MTs in different tissues though liver tissues showed high MT content [42]. In another study, we reported expression of MT in response to time- and dose-dependent accumulation of Cd in various tissues of fresh water cat fish of *Clarias gariepinus* when the fish was treated with CdCl₂ in the concentration range of 5 to 20 ppm [52].

**MTs as Biomarker for Monitoring the Metal Toxicity in Aquatic System**

Owing to its highly inducible expression during exposures to various heavy metals, MTs have been paid much attention as a potential biomarker to monitor the heavy metal pollution of aquatic ecosystem, a major receptor of pollutants especially with relatively high amount of heavy metals. The isolation and characterization of MTs from bioindicator aquatic organisms should have implications for understanding the biological response to pollutants and for environmental biomonitoring. To date the function of MTs has been focused on its role in metal transport, mineral nutrition, metal detoxification and detoxification of other chemicals (xenobiotics). Other possible functions of MT such as its role in embryonic development, cell differentiation and preventing carcinogenesis via inhibiting metal induced ROS generation require identification and characterization of MTs from other metal binding proteins, and a few reports are available on the studies. Hence, we developed a software program “G primer” to compute primers for MT genes [53]. Given a nucleotide sequence, the program identifies the functionally active regions of MT for gene amplification. Primer selection in Gprimer is specifically built for MT genes without intronic region occurrence. The program has built-in database of functionally active sites, where MT genes are classified based on their respective phylum. To characterize MTs, we developed a computer program “ID3 algorithm” wherein isolated and purified MT proteins were subjected to conditions such as (1) protein with low molecular weight/high molecular weight, (2) proteins with metal content/without metal content, (3) aromatic amino acids/without aromatic amino acids and (4) sulphur content/without sulphur content. The derived conditions at every step were trained in an expert system (ID3 algorithm) [54]. The conditions were then formulated into an IF–THEN–ELSE algorithm and translated into VISUAL BASIC language statements. The developed software solution proposes to categorize MT proteins without aromatic amino acids and high metal content and the solution can be expanded to other types of proteins with specific known characteristics.

**Biotoxic Effects of Heavy Metals**

The biotoxic effects of heavy metals are observed in the body when they are consumed above the bio-recommended limits. Although individual metals exhibit specific signs of their toxicity, the following have been reported as general signs associated with cadmium, lead, arsenic, mercury, zinc, copper and aluminium poisoning: gastrointestinal (GI) disorders, diarrhoea, stomatitis, tremor, allergic dermatitis, bronchitis, hemoglobinuria causing a rust–red colour to stool, ataxia, paralysis, vomiting and convulsion, depression, and pneumonia when volatile vapours and fumes are inhaled [55]. The nature of effects could be toxic (acute, chronic or sub-chronic), neurotoxic, carcinogenic, mutagenic or teratogenic, and these effects vary among organisms as well as with the oxidation state of metals. The tolerance limits of some metals are shown in Table 1. Even when the organisms are exposed to heavy metal concentration that is much lower than the permissible limits in their living environments, the metals are accumulated in their body due to continued exposure and xenobiotic food chain biomagnifications [56]. Therefore, a common characteristic of toxic metals is the chronic nature of their toxicity. Hence, elucidating the mechanistic basis of heavy metal interactions in physiological system is essential for assessing health risk.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heavy metal</th>
<th>Max. conc in air (mg/m³)</th>
<th>Max. conc in soil (mg/Kg or ppm)</th>
<th>Max. conc in drinking water (mg/L)</th>
<th>Max. conc in aquatic water supporting life (mg/L or ppm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cd</td>
<td>0.1-0.2</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pb</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.0058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>7500</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hg</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Tolerable</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Tolerable &gt; 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1: Maximum contamination levels for heavy metal concentration in air, soil and water according to United States of Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) and Occupational Safety and Health Administration’s permissible exposure limits (OSHA PEL).**

**Air, Water and Soil Pollution Study in Industrial Units Using Environmental Flow Diagram**

Industry is a major consumer of natural resources and a major contributor to the overall pollution load including the heavy metals and organics. More than 60% of annual greenhouse gas emissions are related to the industrial activities in the world (transportation fuels and distribution 25.3%, power stations 21.3% and industrial process 16.8%) [57]. According to the OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development) estimates, industries account for about one-third of global energy consumption, and >10% of the total fresh water withdrawal thus creating a negative environmental impact in terms of energy crisis and lack of green processes. The degradation of surface and groundwater quality is due to the release of untreated or partially treated industrial effluents or urban wastes into a water body. Ecological flow diagram shows the release of heavy metals into the biosphere comprising air, soil and aquatic environmental systems due to natural and anthropogenic processes, their accumulation in flora and fauna, and the flow cycle of heavy metals (Figure 1).

Studies such as computational and mathematical models as well as designs on environmental management such as Bayesian and DAVID influence diagrams, Hesse diagram (ProRank), and multivariate statistical techniques were reported on the pollution load in air, soil and water and environmental management are available separately but they lack the comprehensive approach in addressing the net pollution effect on the entire biosphere [58]. Besides, these studies were focusing more on the forecasting and management using conventional methods rather than addressing real-time challenges and input-output auditing of pollution load.
It is important to have information on the quality and quantity of pollution elements generated from the pollution sources to reduce as well as to eliminate the risk of pollution to the living systems. Environmental flow diagrams (EFD) are useful for determining the sources of a range of pollutants, flow of pollutants from sources to acceptor environments, and analyzing the impact of energy optimization solutions to reduce pollutants in process and in field. The diagrams are made based on the energy reference system (RES) and the process flow diagram (PFD) for each industrial firm or unit. RES represented all energy levels such as extraction, collection, primary and final processing, separation, conversion, storage, transmission, distribution, loading, and end-users of energy carriers. An user friendly EFD software to analyze the pollution flow and impact from industries was developed comprising the features of Health, Safety and Environment (HSE) aspects of operational units for providing detailed knowledge of pollution level in industrial areas and the nearby environment [57,58].

Heavy metal pollution in water using multivariate statistical techniques was assessed in industrial areas in India [59]. This study used multivariate statistical techniques for evaluation and interpretation of the data with a view to get better information about the water quality and designs some remedial techniques to prevent the pollution caused by hazardous toxic elements in future. Soil magnetometry was used for mapping particulate pollution loads in urban forests and it was reported that very low soil pH favored the release of heavy metals and other toxic elements into the soil environment, and through the soil, directly into the forest ground flora and underground water system [60]. However, these studies were unidirectional and several factors of pollution aspects were not taken into consideration. The emerging new technology platforms that use computational EFD softwares will help to deal better with environmental challenges in civil and energy engineering projects than the conventional cumbersome methods [61]. EFD softwares were useful in examining pollution indicators such as greenhouse gases and air pollutants in atmosphere and BOD, COD, heavy metals, organics, and total hardness in water and soil environments. Methods of air pollution estimation in EFD include sampling of emission sources, emission factors available in international resources, engineering calculations, and process simulation. In addition, mode of evaluating water and wastewater qualities in EFD include sampling of industrial wastewater in operational area, comparison with national and international standards, and detecting pollutants that are above environmental standards.

**Development of Strategic Approach for Vector Control**

Mosquitoes are known vectors of several disease-causing pathogens, which affect millions of people worldwide causing huge morbidity and mortality. *Aedes aegypti* known to transmit viral infections such as dengue, yellow fever and chikungunya; *Aedes albopictus* is known to carry both dengue and chikungunya viruses and can co-transmit the pathogens. Malarial parasites are carried by *Anopheles stephenisi*, and filarial disease by *Culex quinquefasciatus*. To prevent or to reduce the burden of mosquito-borne diseases and improve public health, it is necessary to control them. Vector control, which includes both anti-larval and anti-adult measures, constitutes an important aspect of any mosquito control programs. In recent years, however, mosquito control programs have been suffering from failures because of the ever-increasing insecticide resistance of these vectors [62]. Besides, the recalcitrant chemical insecticides that are currently used in several tropical countries impact severely the both terrestrial and aquatic life systems due to biomagnification and food chain entry.

Biological control of mosquitoes using plant based bioinsecticides has become one of the most important alternatives to prevent development of these vectors as well as reduce the trend of insecticide resistance among them. In addition to the efficiency, they are relatively safe, degradable and readily scalable compared to the problems associated with synthetic insecticides. Several groups of phytochemicals such as alkaloids, steroids, terpenoids, essential oils and phenolics from different plants have been reported for their mosquitocidal activities and several of these are toxic secondary metabolites. When mosquitoes feed on the metabolites, they develop non-specific effects on a wide range of molecular targets. These targets range from proteins (enzymes, receptors, signaling molecules, ion-channels and structural proteins), nucleic acids, biomembranes, and other cellular components [63]. This in turn, affects mosquito physiology in several ways such as abnormality in the nervous system e.g., inhibition of acetylcholinesterase (by essential oils), GABA-gated chloride channel (by thymol), hormonal balance disruption, mitotic poisoning (by azadirachtin), disruption of the molecular events of morphogenesis and alteration in the behaviour and memory of cholinergic system (by essential oil).

Though many studies on plant extracts against mosquito larvae have been conducted around the world, we present our efforts on the development of a range of ecofriendly bioinsecticides in this review [64-66, 68-72]. The methanolic extract of leaves from *Acalypha alnifolia* exhibited larvicidal activity against three important mosquitoes such as malarial vector, *Anopheles stephenisi*, dengue vector, *Aedes aegypti* and Bancroftian filariasis vector, *Culex quinquefasciatus* [64]. The larval mortality was observed after 24 h exposure. The early fourth instar larvae of *A. stephenisi* had LC$_{50}$ and LC$_{90}$ values in the range of 125 to 200 ppm and 390 to 460 ppm, respectively. The *A. aegypti* had LC$_{50}$ and LC$_{90}$ values in the range of 150 to 200 ppm and 380 to 480 ppm, respectively. The *C. quinquefasciatus* had LC$_{50}$ and LC$_{90}$ values in the range of 140 to 200 ppm and 390 to 460 ppm. This was the first report on the larvicidal activities of South Indian plant extracts against three species of mosquito vectors. The whole plant extracts of *Leucas aspera* and *Bacillus sphaericus* was found to be effective against the first to fourth instar larva and pupa of the malarial vector, *Anopheles stephenisi* [65]. *A. stephenisi* had LC$_{50}$ in the range of 9 to 11% and 12% for larvae (for
4 instars) and pupae, respectively while treating with ethanolic extract of *L. aspera*, the vector had LC$_{50}$ in the range of 0.051% to 0.062% and 0.073% for larvae and pupae, respectively while treating with *B. sphaericus*. The use of *B. sphaericus* as a potential biovaricides is limited due to the development of resistance by the target mosquito species. However, there are no reports on resistance against plant based bioinsecticides.

The larvicidal and pupicidal effects of leaf extract of *Carica papaya* were tested against chikungunya and dengue vector, *Aedes aegyptii*; the LC$_{50}$ values for larval instars (I to IV) ranges between 50 to 82 ppm, and for pupae, it was 440 ppm [66]. When the extract was combined with bacterial insecticide, spinosad, the treatment increased the pupicidal efficacy i.e., LC$_{50}$: 107 ppm. The larvicidal and pupicidal activities were attributed to carpain and papain phytochemicals in the extract. The extracts of *Carica papaya* leaves not only derive importance in anti-vector properties but also antiviral activities especially against arboviruses such as dengue [67]. The combination of ethanol extract from *Acalypha alnifolia* leaves and fungal insecticide, *Metarizium anisopliae* was evaluated for larvicidal and pupicidal properties against the malaria fever mosquito, *Anopheles stephensi* and the formulation was found to be more effective in exhibiting anti-mosquito activities than the individual active components [68,69]. Another study explored the effects of *Jatropha curcas* leaf extract and *Bacillus thuringiensis* *israelensis* on larvicidal activity against the lymphatic filarial vector, *Culex quinquefasciatus* [70]. Combination of plant and microbial insecticides not only shows efficiency in vector control at different stages but also reduces the occurrence of insecticidal resistance.

The effects of solvent extracts of *Jatropha curcas*, *Hyptissu aveolens*, *Abutilon indicum*, and *Leucas aspera* were tested against third instar larvae of filarial vector, *Culex quinquefasciatus* and the larval density was reduced in the range of 60 to 99% when the sewage water was treated with the extracts [71]. The extracts containing the phytocomponents such isovitexin, vitexin, α-amyrin, β-sitosterol, stigmasterol, and campesterol could be responsible for the larvicidal properties of the plants. *Sphaeranthus indicus*, *Cleistanthus collinus* and *Murraya koenigii* leaf extracts were tested against the third instar larvae of filarial vector, *Culex quinquefasciatus* and the extracts were found to exhibit mortality at 250 to 1000 ppm [72]. The efficacy of several essential oils exhibiting larvicidal and knock down effects against three important mosquito vectors was studied, and it was found that calamus oil, cinnamon oil, citro- nella oil, clove oil, eucalyptus oil, lemon oil, mentha oil and orange oil exhibited 100% larvicidal activity at 1000 ppm and 100% knockdown effect at 10% concentration [73]. The anti-mosquitoicidal efficiency of the oils were further improved to 4 folds by preparing a formulation of combining these eight oils in appropriate proportions along with natural Camphor [74,75]. To summarize, an insecticide does not need to cause high mortality on target organisms in order to be acceptable but should be eco-friendly in nature. Synergistic approaches such as application of mosquito predators with botanical blends and microbial pesticides will provide a better effect in reducing the vector population and the magnitude of epidemiology.

**Surveillance for Environmental Management Systems**

Vector borne viral diseases such as dengue, chikungunya, Japanese encephalitis (JE) and parasitic diseases such as malaria and filariasis cause considerable disease burden in human population due to their high virulence and pathogenic properties. In tropical countries including India, the chikungunya affected areas overlap with Dengue endemic areas and provide opportunities for mosquitoes to become infected with both viruses [76]. In areas, where both viruses co-circulate, they can be transmitted together causing co-infections with varied atypical clinical manifestations with frequent outbreak recurrence [77,78]. It is a major challenge to the health system in adopting or implementing vector and viral control activities via addressing the problems of water management. Hence, control of these infections through effective water management is gaining not only greater clinical significance but also avoiding the formation of vector breeding sites.

Presently, the problems in viral and vector control activities are not effectively addressed due to reasons such as absence of curative therapy and effective safe mosquitocides, rapid urbanization with development of industrial areas, poor water management including storm water drain, inadequate sustainable environmental and waste management programmes, demographic behavior, presence of non-degradable tyres and plastic containers, garbage and increasing public agglomerations result in providing an ideal environment of breeding sites for mosquitoes. The situation demands a constant and effective viral-vector surveillance system and a vigil on water management strategies in urban cities. There is often a correlation between the potential vector breeding sites and endemicity of diseases. Yet, there is no rational way to approach the problem in view of virological and entomological monitoring with respect to mapping, which is envisaged to evolve new directions in both vector and viral control activities. Geographical Information System (GIS) has become a major tool for public health professionals, epidemiologists and environmental scientists to track the status and distribution of health indicators. GIS maps are used to identify the distribution of diseases and its variations over space and time. GIS in the past have been used primarily for the production of digital maps for resource management and management of land information systems. However, in recent times, it has been used in determining health indicators through geosurveillance of diseases and their patterns, city planning and arriving strategies for resource and waste management to prevent epidemics [79].

In vector borne disease management, creation of cluster mapping using GIS can indicate prevalence, incidence, identification of risk factors, prediction of outbreaks, potential niches of viral and vector activities, control measures implemented and the extent of efficiency of implementation etc [80]. Besides, GIS enables to conduct (i) periodic zone-wise entomological survey for the identification of mosquito larval breeding sites and sources, (ii) vector population density during different seasons in urban areas, (iii) isolation of breeding sites of mosquitoes in the zones near human habitats using mosquito indices, (iv) analyze the spread of different dengue serotypes and chikungunya infections in various zones of urban areas and correlate with vector distribution, and (v) topographic and climatic disease data stratification on the basis of location, intensity, type and time of reporting of symptoms to help the health administrators to assess the morbidity levels and disease pattern in any part of the country [81].With this technology, health departments and policy makers can view hot spots of vector and viral activities to initiate disease control and prevention activities. We have reported the use of GIS for forecasting of chikungunya epidemics via correlating the rainfall with the disease outbreak in thirty districts of Tamil Nadu and forecast for chikungunya outbreak [82]. Smoothing methods were adopted to filter the variability in the dataset; we found that the outbreak intensity was not evenly spread throughout the state and the...
districts with the potential of having low, moderate and high outbreak intensity were mapped and correlated with rainfall.

In another study, we identified high prevalent zones of water and vector borne diseases in Chennai Metropolitan, which is the capital city of Tamil Nadu and the outbreak intensity of such diseases was correlated with topographical and climatological factors such as latitude, altitude, zonal areas, temperature, humidity, rainfall, wind velocity and direction, weather and season etc. It was observed that challenges in management of storm water drain could be the reason behind such outbreaks and we proposed that GIS could effectively address the challenges of storm water drain management in urban cities based on the Chennai model [79].

### Integrated Information System for Disease and Disaster Management

The main role of disease surveillance is to predict, observe, and minimize the impact caused by sudden outbreak, epidemic, endemic and pandemic situations, disasters, as well as knowledge empowerment on factors contributing to such circumstances. Also, strengthening of Health Surveillance System in urban cities has become essential in the context of growing population, climatic, environmental and ecological interactions, rapid industrialization and urbanization and changing socio-economic profiles [83]. At present, there are some basic systems available to manage disease surveillance, but there remains a huge gap in availability of an Integrated and alert system at the field level. Capturing outbreak data from the field on a timely basis is a highly critical requirement for effective surveillance. More importantly, the systems available presently are not providing appropriate data on a timely basis to the decision makers or health authorities. This has caused lacunae in the efforts of Public Health Administration departments while managing sudden outbreaks of highly infectious vector borne diseases [84,85]. Effective surveillance system is necessary for management of any Public health hazards.

Due to the lack of Integrated Information System available in the public space for recording, analyzing and reporting on emerging diseases and disasters, we developed IDS (Integrated Decision Support) Online system that could meet the need for effectively managing the emerging infectious disease by providing a detailed demographic profile on the incidence of infectious diseases [86]. It is a web based GIS enabled Information system that collects, manages and analyzes the clinical data pertaining to infectious diseases and geographical factors, and provides time to time information to Public Health Authorities. This initiative would bridge the gap between the actual scenarios at the field level and the decision making process at the management level. Also, the data so available would be useful for healthcare professionals and researchers for further research and effective management of future outbreaks. Besides, the system could act as an Effective Reporting Mechanism, which will aid in disaster management.

### Drain Water Management and Health Concerns

Loading of contaminants to surface waters, groundwater, sediments, and drinking water occurs via two primary routes: (1) point-source pollution and (2) non-point-source pollution [87]. Point-source pollution originates from discrete sources whose inputs into aquatic systems. Examples of point-source pollution include industrial effluents, municipal sewage treatment plants and combined sewage-storm-water overflows, resource extraction (mining), and land disposal sites. But, non-point-source pollution originates from poorly defined sources such as agricultural runoff (pesticides, pathogens, and fertilizers), storm-water and urban runoff, and atmospheric deposition (wet and dry deposition of persistent organic pollutants such as polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), mercury and heavy metals) and this type of pollution occurs over broad geographical scales. Globally, contamination of water by chemicals and pathogens poses the most significant health threat to humans, and there have been countless numbers of disease outbreaks and poisonings throughout history due to exposure to untreated water or lack of efficient drain water management system. Proper surface and subsurface drainage to remove excess water in a safe and timely manner plays an important role in controlling water related diseases. Careful control and appropriate reuse of drainage water can help protect the environment and optimize the use of water resources. Establishing an effective drain water management system requires understanding of the primary sources of toxic contaminants in surface waters and groundwater, the pathways through which they move in aquatic environments, factors that affect their concentration and structure along the many transport flow paths, and the relative risks that these contaminants pose to human and environmental health. Understanding the sources, fate, and concentrations of chemicals/pollutants in water, in conjunction with assessment of effects, not only forms the basis of risk characterization, but also provides critical information required to render decisions regarding regulatory initiatives, remediation, monitoring, and management.

The drainage system is an essential part of living in a city or urban area, as it reduces flood damage by carrying water away. When the excess accumulation of water occurs due to natural or industrial phenomena, some water naturally seeps into the ground. The rest makes its way through drainage systems, into rivers, canals and streams and eventually into the bays, or directly to the bays through storm water beach outlets. In areas with houses, commercial and industrial units and roads, there is a need to create alternative ways for this water to drain away. Large amounts of water can build up quickly during heavy rain and storms, and without adequate networked drainage system, this flows towards low-lying land, causing flooding, damage and pollution associated safety risks.

Downstream beneficial uses of any surface water body to which drainage water is added must be protected. For example, the discharge of saline drainage water into a river or lake is not advisable when that surface water body is being used for domestic or agricultural water supplies. However, it is acceptable to discharge drainage water into a large freshwater body but it is necessary to determine the assimilative capacity of the receiving water and identify the constituents in the drainage water to determine the ‘safe level’ or discharge requirements for the drainage water. The discharge requirements should specify the maximum allowable concentration of each element of pollution concern and the volume of drainage water discharge that is acceptable. There may be a significant or little difference between the quality of the drainage water and that of the receiving water. The dilution capacity of the receiving water varies from place to place and from time to time depending on numerous local conditions and the upstream uses of the receiving water. The discharge of drainage water of a higher quality than the receiving water is generally acceptable.

Improper use as well as inadequate maintenance of drainage structures (road drainage ditches, septic tanks, drainage canals in irrigation schemes, and also drainage water treatment and disposal facilities) are often associated with environmental health problems.
The health concerns associated with drainage water management can be grouped in three groups: (i) vector-borne diseases; (ii) faecal/orally transmitted diseases; and (iii) chronic health issues related to exposure to agrochemical residues such as pesticides, insecticides etc [88]. Besides, there is often a lack of adequate domestic water supplies and sanitation facilities. Hence, drainage canals or drainage water treatment and disposal facilities are often used for washing, drinking and untreated effluents or other wastes by marginalized sections that facilitates disease transmission. Silting, uncontrolled aquifer weed growth, slow water flow or stagnant pools associated with the resulting wetlands offer ideal breeding conditions for mosquitoes, pathogenic microorganisms such as enteric bacteria, parasites, enteric viruses, parasites, helminthes etc. The issues related to drainage systems and its associated health issues create more challenges to the health, hygiene and sanitation measures of developing and under developing countries than developed nations.

Drainage, Water Logging and Salinity

Drainage may be practiced in conjunction with irrigation for protecting environment from pollutants and obtaining maximum land as well as agriculture productivity. There are several concerns about the sustainability of drainage and irrigation projects besides the water quality issues related to the disposal of drainage water. There are also problems with land degradation due to irrigation induced salinity and water logging. There are instances where saline or high nutrient drainage water caused damage to aquatic ecosystems. Several countries are facing water logging and salinity problems that are intensified by a range of factors including the use of wastewaters for irrigation, unsustainable cropping patterns, heavy rains and floods, lack of inadequate drainage structures, unsustainable management decisions, irrigation systems without paying attention to their adverse impacts on soil and quality of water resources etc [89]. Drainage continues to be a vital and necessary component of agricultural production systems since excess water/water with high salinity in the crop root zone soil is injurious to plant growth. Crop yields are drastically reduced on poorly drained soils or prolonged water logging as plants eventually die due to lack of oxygen in the root zone [90]. In order to enhance the net benefits of drainage systems, more attention needs to be given to the water quality impacts of drainage water disposal. An efficient drainage system removes salts added to the soil brought in by irrigation water. Various problems such as the increase in soil salinity, water logging, and water table rise into the crop root zone are encountered when an efficient drainage system is not provided in an irrigated area [91].

Drainage Systems Useful for Managing Soil Environmental Crisis

Various drainage systems have been used to drain the excess water both on the surface and between the soil horizons in order to keep the water table below a certain level and they comprise surface and subsurface drainage infrastructures [92].

Surface Drainage Systems

Drainage of stationary water on soil surface that can increase water table in the soil profile and harm plant root zone is accomplished by providing surface drainage (surface runoff) system. Surface drainage is often achieved by land forming and smoothing to remove isolated depressions, or by constructing parallel ditches. Ditches and furrow bottoms are gently graded and discharge into main drains at the field boundary. Although the ditches or furrows are intended primarily to convey excess surface runoff, there is some seepage through the soil to the ditches, depending on the water table position. This could be regarded as a form of shallow subsurface drainage. Surface drainage is especially important in humid regions on flat lands with limited hydraulic gradients to nearby rivers or other disposal points.

Subsurface Drainage Systems

In contrast to surface drainage system that removes excess water accumulated in the cropped area, the excess water and harmful salt solutions in the soil profile can be removed using subsurface drainage system [91]. These underground systems comprised of drain tile or tubing designed to lower the water table by subsurface flow. The downstream ends of the laterals are normally connected to a collector drain. Subsurface drainage is more effective in salt cleaning in soil profile than surface drainage [93]. Subsurface drainage provides several intangible benefits such as improvement in soil health due to the increased aeration of the soil, increased responses to fertilizer use, reduced mineral imbalances in the soil, reduction in salinity etc. In the areas where subsurface drainage system is not constructed, no efficient surface drainage system can be obtained in the soil profile even if surface drainage system is constructed [94].

Horizontal Drainage Systems

These systems are used in irrigated arid and semi-arid regions for rescuing saline and waterlogged lands to maintain long-term salt and water balances in the crop root zone. Salinity and water logging of lands are due to buildup of the water table, deep percolation of normal excess water and canal seepage. Buried horizontal pipe drains are installed deeply in arid regions when compared to humid regions for controlling salinity. During irrigation, excess quantity of water against the plant evapotranspiration is applied and this additional quantity of water applied is known as the leaching fraction. Naturally occurring as well as applied salts are then leached from the root zone by this water, and removed from the field via the pipe drains. Deeper drain installation ensures that salts do not rise too rapidly to the soil surface due to capillary action. The amount of irrigation water to be removed is generally less in arid than in humid regions [90].

Vertical Drainage Systems

These systems use tube-wells to control water logging and salinity and the system is widely adopted by South East Asian countries such as India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka etc. The primary goals of tube-wells are almost similar to that of horizontal drains in terms of extracting groundwater for irrigation. As a result of pumping, the water table is lowered, and salinization due to capillarity is minimized. This situation is ideal where the groundwater is not very brackish or saline, and is therefore suitable for irrigation. In areas where the groundwater is highly saline, the pumped water may be too saline for irrigation, unless mixed with fresher or less saline water. Where the groundwater is too saline for crop production, it must be disposed of.

The design of horizontal and vertical drainage systems is based on the layout, depth and spacing of the drains and is generally carried out using subsurface drainage parameters such as the depth of drain, water table and soil, hydraulic conductivity of the soil and drain discharge [95]. Though several studies on the designs of horizontal and vertical drainage systems were described, these studies were performed...
separately on these two systems without comparing the efficacy of them using anisotropic soils. However, comparative study on these two systems for their suitability in anisotropic soils using EnDrainWin and WellDrain softwares for drain spacing and well spacing, respectively was reported [95,96]. The study results showed that horizontal drainage systems were better than vertical drainage systems in terms of higher spacings between drains thus reducing number of drainage and cost. However, vertical drainage systems due to the lower changes in well spacing in different anisotropic soils were suitable for conditions that soil hydraulic conductivity was likely to change. In another study, the En Drain software was used to analyze the drainage parameters on the changes of drain discharge in subsurface drainage systems as scrutiny of inflow to the drains is essential for improving soil environmental conditions [97].

Often, agricultural land drainage consists of a combination of both surface and subsurface systems. At the field scale, subsurface drain pipes and field ditches normally exit to an open main or collector drain. At the regional level, the latter then empties into a river or canals. In some instances, depending on the character of the hydrological basin, main drains may dispose of drainage water to an evaporation pond, to a wetland, or to a saline agriculture/agriculture-forestry system. In practice, it is often difficult to differentiate between surface and subsurface drainage because the outflow in drainage ditches or canals is usually a combination of both surface and subsurface flow. The relative proportion of surface and subsurface flow in the total drainage volume depends on many factors. These include rainfall intensity, land surface roughness and slope, vegetation, soil permeability, and ditch or drain tubing spacing and depth. Developing countries, in the last half century, experience rapid strides in the changing practices such as conversion of agricultural lands to construct house and industrial units that impact the efficiency of functioning of drainage, water resource management and agriculture systems. Sustainability in public health and agricultural productivity demands macroeconomic policies on the use of land and resources due to the limited availability of water resources and its vulnerability to exploitation and contamination. Actual agricultural yield as percentage of potential yield was higher for North America, Western and Central Europe, South America and North Africa (50-60%) than Central America, Eastern Europe and Sub-Saharan Africa (≤30%), and the wide variation in the yields across continents and nations suggest the need for agricultural water management through policies and incentives [98]. Studies that examined land use policies and agricultural water management in different regions of the world including the Africa in the past half century suggested the need for constructing irrigation and drainage facilities as well as implementation of effective land use policies for improving water resources and crop productivity [98,99]. These studies were conducted to analyse data on several indices such as anthropological, agricultural, economical and irrigation and drainage indices obtained from Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) databases and World Bank Group. Interestingly, these studies revealed drastic variations in the production of crops, provided list of strengths and weakness and emphasized the avoidance of trial and error policies to sustain agricultural productivity and water resources.

**GIS Application in Drainage Master Planning and Water Resource Management**

The scope of sustainable management of water resources in drainage systems and agriculture concerns the responsibility of policy makers, technologists, users and public to ensure that water resources are allocated efficiently and equitably and used to achieve socially, environmentally and economically beneficial outcomes [100]. In changing anthropogenic domain, there exists a need to update water conservation systems and improve agricultural practices with less chemo-insecticides and pesticides based on water resource information [101]. Urban drainage master planning, in recent years, depends heavily on spatial-based data to establish the characteristics and performance of both major and minor drainage systems. This data includes the topological and geophysical characteristics of the storm sewer and open channel drainage network, the runoff catchments, and overland flow paths and potential hazard areas associated with flooding during extreme runoff events. In the lack of adequate data and information on the drainage system for an area or a region, remotely sensed satellite image based GIS tools have become of great role in analysis. GIS has become an indispensable, multi-purpose tool for infrastructure master planning that enables sophisticated desktop analyses, efficient simulation model pre- and post-processing, and effective data management and communication, all through the use of intrinsic functionality and readily available on-line utilities. Its applications, in urban planning and water resource management, covers storm and sanitary drainage systems, water distribution and resources such as surface as well as ground water, morphometry of streams, watershed planning, regional groundwater protection, a wide range of agricultural systems, rain harvesting systems, climatic conditions across regions, recycled wastewater, and desalinated water. Besides, features on the thematic presentation of real time data facilitate implementation of appropriate schemes for construction of drainage structures and agricultural water management aspects including irrigation water management in rain-fed agriculture; management of floods, droughts, and drainage; and conservation of ecosystems and associated cultural and recreational values. GIS tools for water resource management function on the following platforms using separate softwares: (a) Data management - includes the tasks of reviewing the geospatial images obtained by remote sensing, editing of catchment and infrastructure data, data on hydraulic features and hydraulic model simulation; (b) analysis - using custom applications developed for water balance analysis and core GIS functions such as geoprocessing, surface modeling and hydrologic analysis of major drainage systems for spatial analysis; and (c) presentation - presenting study findings using thematic mapping and three dimensional models.

The use of GIS was reported to explore the temporal and spatial variations in river water quality and to estimate the influence of watershed land use, topography and socio-economic factors on river water quality and various pollutants [102]. In another study, GIS was used to determine the levels of pollution by organic pollutants, salts, metals and microbial indicators in fresh and saline/brackish environments. In this study, surface quality maps for dissolved oxygen, nitrogen and phosphate contents, metals, and total coliforms were developed to highlight hot-spot areas of pollution [103]. It was reported that geospatial data along with GIS was useful in analyzing the topological elements of drainage systems and in inducing their geomorphologic and hydrologic characteristics [104].

Water resource management is crucial for sustaining the environment as well as the survival of life. It is necessary to find faster and more effective methods to identify and manage sources of pollution and minimize the levels of surface and ground water contamination. In some cases, the contamination has already occurred and the primary focus is clean up. GIS contributes solutions to the above problems and further proves useful in adopting water resource
policy for promoting a more efficient and equitable allocation of natural and community resources.

**Conclusion**

Aquatic ecosystem is in threat due to anthropogenic activities that change the quality of water to a great extent. The researches that we had undertaken in this perspective were presented in this review and the findings revealed the factors and mechanism in causing damage to such a precious ecosystem. The review also gives some clue and scope to the research community for finding new enviro-friendly sustainable solutions for the complex problems associated with water contaminants. This review also encourages researchers working in environmental biology to explore novel eco-management strategies to preserve water ecosystem as water is the elixir of life.
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